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・Nucleosynthesis in supernovae, merger of neutron stars
・Particle acceleration in jets of AGN, GRB
・Strong gravitational potential around black holes

Current telescopes cannot obtain two 
directional angles of incident gamma-ray 
event by event. Therefore, we cannot exclude 
huge background created by interaction of 
cosmic rays with materials around the 
detector. The background obstructs the 
observations. 
We need a new telescope with a well-defined 
point spread function (PSF) of  ~ 1 degree.

2.  Electron-Tracking Compton Camera : ETCC

3.  DAQ system of the prototype ETCC

 Current telescopes

 Observation Targets

T. Tanimori et al., ApJ (2015) 

 What is the problem?
The dead time and the DAQ rate of the Prototype ETCC       
is expected to be ~ 20 % and ~ 100 Hz, respectively, if we 
do a balloon experiment at an altitude of 38.5 km. 
The SMILE-II+ ETCC has a larger effective area than the 
prototype ETCC, but can work. In the future ETCC, whose 
effective area has > 10 cm², the DAQ rate is expected to be 
> 1 kHz. The dead time gets saturation, and it is problem. 

・requirement
effective area 1 cm²
Half power radius 10°
・update to SMILE-II+ ETCC

PSAs: outside of vessel →inside
To measure high energy electron 
0.15 cm²→ 3 cm² @511 keV
15° →10°

detector sensitivities 

Ex) SPI, IBIS/INTEGRAL
No directional information
for each event 

Ex) COMPTEL/CGRO
Partial directional information
for each event 

Coded Aperture Imaging Conventional Compton Imaging

Ex)  Observation of SN2014J by SPI/INTEGRAL : ⁵⁶Ni (847 keV)
very close : 3.5 Mpc very rare : ~ 1 / 40 SN/year
flux 5 x 10−6 photon/c/ cm2/keV (847 keV), effective area 65 cm2

100 days ＆ ΔE ~50 keV → detection ~1.5x 105 event 111
Significanse 4.7σ → Background ~ 109 event 
Background rejection is very important.

SN2014J     SPI/INTEGRAL

E. Churazov et al., ApJ (2015)

prototype ETCC 

 Sub-MeV gamma ray Imaging Loaded-on-balloon Experiment

SMILE-II+ ETCC 

1 m

•Data transmission speed
The prototype ETCC uses VME bus and modules whose max 
speed of data transmission is 320 Mbps. Moreover, the VME 
system is heavy and big. The future ETCC needs Gbps
communication without VME sytem.

 Two main reasons of the dead time

4.  New DAQ system

5.  Summary
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T. Mizumoto et al., 
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deadtime of prototype ETCC

ETCC DAQ rate [Hz]

via ethernet

via ethernet

Current telescopes cannot obtain two directional angles of incident gamma-ray event by 
event. Therefore, the instrumental background obstructs the observations. We need a new 
telescope with a well-defined point spread function (PSF) of  ~ 1 degree.

We have developed ETCC, which has the capability to measure two different angles of 
incident gamma-ray and a well-defined point spread function. The future ETCC has a lager 
effective area than the prototype ETCC. Thus, trigger rates and the dead time increase.

In the new ETCC, a TPC signal create a trigger signal, and the communication between 
readout boards and CPU is via Gbps ethernet. In the ETCC with SMILE-II type, the dead time
is ~ 20 % at 30 Hz. On the other hand, the dead time is ~ 20% at 2 kHz in the new system. The
new system succeeds in reducing the dead time. 

The VME system limit the 
TPC DAQ rate at ~ 10³ Hz. 
However, the Gbps
ethernet system succeeds 
over ~ 10³ Hz.   

2.5MHz 
sampling

10 MHz
sampling

・10 MHz sampling ADC : 2311 Byte/event/board
・If PSA detect signal, PSA readout board send all PSA data.
→dead time is longer than the need. 

To improve the dead time
・2.5 MHz sampling ADC : 583 Byte/event/board
・If PSA detect signal, PSA readout board send hit PSA data.
→ ~10³ Hz at 10%    (need to check a time resolution)

VME

ethernet

10 cm cube small TPC 

Typical 5.1 kByte/event/board

A new system makes trigger signals by TPC 
signals. However, this system cannot get scatter 
point, because a electron track moves at ~6 
cm/μs along the direction of an electric field in 
TPC. In the prototype ETCC system, PSA readout 
board use peak-hold ADCs and get only energy 
information. To measure scatter point, the new 
system requires getting energy and time 
information. The new system changes to 
common stop system and sampling ADC in a new 
PSA readout board. We need ~1 mm (~ 20 ns) of 
z resolution of a scatter point.
To exclude the VME system, new PSA and TPC 
readout board communicate via Gbps ehternets.

T = T1 +T2 T1 distribution 

89 ns FWHM 31 ns FWHM 

T distribution 

The time resolution of PSA signals 
is 31 ns by the new PSA readout 
board. This value is nearly equal to 
the requirement one.

・setup 
detector : 10 cm-cube TPC and 9 PSAs 
two TPC readout boards for (X,Y)
three PSAs readout board
trigger control unit : NIM modules
Gbps ethernet  system using Hub

In the ETCC with prototype system, the dead time is 
~ 20 % at 30 Hz. On the other hand, the dead time 
is ~ 20 % at 2 kHz in the common stop system using 
ethernet. The new system succeeds in reducing the 
dead time. The new ETCC uses PSA data of 2.5 MHz 
sanpling ADC.

1 board for three PSAs 

160mm

small ETCC deadtime

prototype ETCC type

new  ETCC

x 2 

x 3 

 requirement

 New TPC readout board

 New PSA readout board

 performance of ETCC based on new DAQ

 methods

via ethernet

VME modules and bus → Gbps ethernet system

We plan SMILE project to certificate the performance of the ETCC as a telescope before the 
observation loading on a satellite. The target of SMILE is the observation of bright sources 
(Crab or annihilation line from Galactic center), and we have developed the prototype ETCC for 
establishment of a MeV gamma-ray telescope with well-defined PSF. 

ETCC = TPC + PSAs 
TPC : Time Projection chamber
gaseous Compton-scattering target
Measure 3D track and deposited energy 
of a recoil particle
PSAs : Pixel Scintillator Arrays
Measure energy and absorption position 
of a scattered gamma-ray
Conventional Compton cannot get SPD, but ETCC can get SPD.
ARM : Angular resolution       SPD : Scatter plane deviation

 Principle

 Instrument
Using the prototype ETCC, we 
measure ARM and SPD, and 
evaluate PSF In laboratory tests.
We established the MeV 
gamma-ray telescope with a 
well-defined PSF.
we plan 1-day balloon 
observation of electron-positron 
annihilation line in the galactic 
center at Australia in April 2018.
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•Large number of the triggers 
The typical values of TPC and PSA hit signal rates are ~100 Hz and 
~10⁴ Hz, respectively. Only TPC has a common stop system. The 
dead time gets increasing due to  common start system of PSA 
and more hit signals of PSAs than hit signals of TPC. Changing 
common start to common stop in PSAs reduces the dead time.

We require a new ETCC which can work at > 1 kHz 
in the ETCC DAQ rate.
Aim : deadtime ~20% @1 kHz 

~10⁴ Hz

~10² Hz

847 keV
4.7σ

1238 keV
4.3σ


